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EDITORIAL

Diary

Editorial
Dear GGI Members,
As the year draws to a close, the energy of GGI members is as abundant as
ever.
Two GGI member firms from South
Africa, Heyns & Partners Inc. and Nolands, have jointly arranged a cocktail
function at the Cape Grace Hotel in the
Cape Town harbour. GGI member firm
Kutchins, Robbins & Diamond, Ltd.
shares its experiences with us of helping
the children at La Rabida Children’s Hospital in Chicago, Illinois, celebrate Christmas with a lot of new toys.
GGI presents the new website
www.ggiforum.com, an information and
press portal, which provides a content-oriented presence on the World Wide Web.
GGI has entered into a partnership
with Lehigh University and will invite five
junior professionals from GGI member

firms to participate in the “Global Village on the Move (GVotM)” 2012 event
in Italy. Read further details on the cooperation and fascinating GVotM project in
this issue.
The North American region is experiencing rapid growth. GGI has responded
to this development by opening a regional office in the United States.
Fascinating contributions from GGI
member firms floated into our mailboxes, covering various topics, such as new
developments in the Consumer Protection in South Africa, the new legislation
on Dutch holiday entitlements, investments in Malaysia, the new Civil Code of
Romania. The Estate Planning, Trusts &
Private Equity and International Taxation
practice groups fill us in about developments in their areas.

Last but not least, there is the Asian
Regional Conference in Kuala Lumpur
from 15 to 18 December, at which participants will be greeted with a colourful combination of interesting lectures,
workshops, networking opportunities and enjoyable dinners and fringe
events.
Whether you are participating in the
Asian Regional Conference in Malaysia
or are just busy with work we wish you a
pleasant end of year. Our headquarters
in Zurich will be closed over the holidays from 24 December to 02 January
and will reopen on 03 January 2012. We
are looking forward to seeing all of you
very soon.
See you soon!
Your GGI team

➜ 15-18 December 2011
GGI Asian Regional Conference
Kuala Lumpur – Malaysia
➜ 04 February 2012
GGI Practice Group
Chairperson Meeting
Zurich – Switzerland
➜ 10 February 2012
GGI Practice Group Meeting
Enhanced Business Opportunities
Marbella – Spain
➜ 10-12 February 2012
GGI Practice Group Meeting
International Taxation
Marbella – Spain
➜ 18 February 2012
GGI ExCom Meeting
Zurich – Switzerland
➜ 16-18 March 2012 (TBC)
GGI EasyMeet
Athens - Greece
➜ 26-29 April 2012
GGI European Conference
Cannes - France
➜ 14-17 June 2012 (TBC)
GGI Leadership Forum
Eisenberg - Austria

TBC = to be confirmed
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➜ 21-24 June 2012
GGI Panamerican Conference
Miami - United States
Please refer to our website
for actualised information and
additional events: www.ggi.com,
entry “Events”
CONTENT
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Kuala Lumpur – Sultan Abdul Samad Building

Kuala Lumpur, 15-18 December 2011

See you at the GGI Asian
Regional Conference
At GGI’s upcoming Asian Regional
Conference Joseph Tan, Chief Economist
at Credit Suisse (CS) Singapore, will be
our keynote speaker. His topics will include: Is Asia immune to the European
Sovereign Debt Crisis? How will the European debt crisis pan out? Will conta-

gion spread to Asia’s financial system fall
into a recession in 2012?
Tan, Director and Asian Chief Economist, heads up The Asian Economics,
Foreign Exchange and Commodities Research team based in Singapore. Prior to

...next page
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Joseph Tan

joining Credit Suisse, Joseph was with
a major European bank, responsible for
global markets research on Asian foreign exchange and interest rates. Before
that Joseph Tan was with a major British
Bank in the area of economics research
on Southeast Asian economies. Tan has
in-depth knowledge of the regional economies.
A CFA charter holder, Joseph Tan
speaks frequently at regional forums and
roundtables organised by government
bodies and think-tanks. He is also Secretary of the Singapore Institute of International Affairs, the oldest think-tank in
Singapore which leads in the discussion
of regional and international issues.
In addition to the keynote speech,
our conference participants can expect a
mix of different lectures, workshops and

Kuala Lumpur Skyline
CONTENT

Kuala Lumpur – Statue at Batu Caves
Practice Group meetings with focus on
the topic “One World one Asia”. Practice
groups International Taxation (ITPG) and
Auditing will discuss latest news from their
professions and the Audit group plans to
launch an Asian regional sub-divison. The
Practice Group Enhanced Business Opportunities (EBO) will discuss the GGI
Intercultural Business Behaviour Guide,
as well as the dynamic projects “GGI
Staff Exchange” and “GGI Young Professionals”. A vivid exchange of knowledge,
experiences and ideas can be expected
from the practice group meetings, too,
as usual. Topics, such as “Experience on
US – ASIAN transactions”, “Key considerations in due diligence for Mergers & Acquisitions in Asia”, “Investment in China
through Hong Kong” will be covered during the conference.
During the 3rd Asian Conference we
will focus on new Strategies with the implementation of a GGI Asian Regional

Office and we plan to institutionalise a
Regional Council.
Malaysia with a federal constitutional
monarchy in Southeast Asia consists of 13
States and 3 federal territories. It shares
land borders with Thailand, Indonesia
and Brunei and has maritime borders with
Singapore, Vietnam and the Philippines: a
unique geographical position.
Kuala Lumpur was the host in 2010
of the World Congress of Accountants
with over 6’000 participants. Kuala Lumpur has the leading expertise in Islamic
Banking and Investments.
The Asian Regional Conference is a
platform to meet GGI members from the
driving economies (called once the Tiger
Countries) to look for new opportunities.
It is not too late for GGI members who
have not yet done so to register for the
GGI Asian Regional Conference. Please
use the online registration tool at www.
ggi.com (internal section/events).
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GGI North American & World Conferences

Very interactive days
in Toronto, Canada
For Geneva Group International, 2011
will certainly be one of its most distinctive and successful years, for a number of
events. Among which was its first North
American Conference, held from 25 to 27
October, just ahead of GGI’s World Conference 27 to 30 October. Both events
took place at the Four Seasons Hotel in

Claudio Cocca, Founder and Chairman

Toronto, a city recognised as one of the
leading international business and financial hubs in Canada. The conferences
were hosted by GGI’s Canadian member
firms Kanish & Partners, Chartered Accountants and Black Sutherland LLP.
The conference was soon in full swing
after it started on Wednesday morning
with a presidential speech by our
Founder and Chairman, Claudio Cocca and a welcoming speech by Kanish
Thevarasa and John Ward from our
two GGI host firms.
Tim Bartz, Chairman of Anderson
ZurMuehlen & Co., P.C. then took to
the stage to present and discuss ways
in which firms could become more
individual, dynamic, and distinguish
themselves from the fierce competition in the marketplace.
The next key note speaker was
Justice Henry Frye from GGI member firm Brooks, Pierce, McLendon,
Humphrey & Leonard, LLP. Justice
Frye gave a highly entertaining speech
on the complexity of the current century and how professionals need to
manage and cope in order to succeed
in an ever changing environment.

CONTENT

North American Conference opening at the Four Seasons Hotel
In the afternoon session, GGI management presented the growth and development of the North American Region,
and the outlook for the future. Dinner
was hosted at the Academy of Spherical
Arts, which was built in 1890, originally
as a billiards factory.
On the second day of the conference,
delegates had the pleasure of listening
to the much anticipated speech by Craig
Alexander, Vice President & Chief Economist for TD Bank Financial Group. Mr.
Alexander gave the delegates a great presentation discussing the current global
financial crisis and the future outlook to
recovery.
Our next speaker was Deborah Matz,
who has built an impressive career at
Deloittes’ over the last 26 years and who
is currently a consultant for GGI North
America. Mrs. Matz spoke about the domestic and international anti-corruption
laws and how corporations could reduce

their exposure to fraud by applying and
sustaining an ethical and compliance
culture.
As the North American Conference
was coming to a close all the Chairpersons presented their practice groups,
providing delegates with a general overview of the development, challenges and
changes that have been taking place during the year
The annual GGI World Conference
started on the Thursday evening with a
Welcome Dinner. The Honorary guest
speaker was Dick Brandt from Lehigh
University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,
who provided the delegation with an introduction to Lehigh University as well
as a review of the Iacocca Institute which
focuses on developing programs aimed
at global leadership. GGI has entered
into cooperation with Lehigh University.
Read more about the Global Village on

...next page
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the Move (GVotM) project and GGI’s involvement on page 20.
During the welcoming dinner, our
CEO, Michael Reiss von Filski had the

Erin Brockovich

pleasure of introducing all the new GGI
member firms and asked each representative to provide a brief introduction of
themselves and their practice.
On Friday, member delegates were
particularly anxious to see our first guest
speaker, one of the most requested
speakers on the international circuit, Erin
Brockovich. She presented a highly interesting speech on Realization, Assessment and Motivation (RAM), guidelines
that have helped her become the person
she is today.
The next guest speaker, who also offered a highly interactive workshop, was
Jennifer Wilson. She is the co-founder of
Convergence Coaching LLC, a leadership
and marketing consulting firm. During
the session, Mrs. Wilson emphasised
the importance of trust in the workplace,
and discussed several methods of earning and maintaining the trust of fellow

Interested audience at GGI conferences in Toronto
CONTENT

Intensive work in small groups
co-workers in order to improve relations.
Céline Fillistorf, co-founder and CEO
of DealMarket AG spoke next. She presented the joint-venture between Deal
Market and GGI and introduced the concept of DealMarket, a platform, which
can be used by GGI members, but also
by independent entrepreneurs who are
looking for deals and investment opportunities in private equity and corporate
finance.
On Friday afternoon, two rounds
of various practice groups were held.
You can find the meeting minutes and
presentations on GGI’s intranet. GGI
member, Jim Demetriou was one of the
presenters during the Estate Planning,
Trusts & Private Equity practice group
meeting. He talked about “Raising Capital & Sourcing Investors in the UK”. You
can read a summary of his presentation
on page 42.
We are pleased to announce that a
new practice group was established on

‘Public Procurement’, chaired by Dr.
László Tunyogi.
After a very interactive day, member
delegates were invited to a wonderful dinner with a live band at the Boiler House.
The Boiler House is so named because
coal fire boilers were the energy source
for the adjacent distillery some 100 years
ago.
Saturday was the last day of the GGI
World Conference. Member delegates
enjoyed participating in several interactive workshop sessions, followed by a variety of sightseeing programmes in and
around Toronto.
The conference ended on a high note
with the Gala Dinner took place at The
Carlu. This is one of Toronto’s most historical events venue completely restored
to resemble its original glory and figure
of the 1930s. All delegates attending this
fantastic black tie event enjoyed themselves as the conference came to a successful end.
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GGI NEW MEMBER FIRMS

Azerbaijan

Canada

Germany

India

Alfa Audit LLC
44, J. Jabbarly, Caspian Plaza III
1065 Baku
Azerbaijan
T: +994 12 497 40 35
F: +994 12 437 30 79
E: info@alfa-audit.com
W: www.alfa-audit.com

Lehoux Boivin, CA
4255, boul. Lapinière, bureau 300
Brossard, Quebec, J4Z 0C7
Canada
T: +1 450 678 42 55
F: +1 450 678 17 00
E: lbca@lehouxboivin.com
W: www.lehouxboivin.com

WRT Revision und Treuhand GmbH
Röhre 4
59846 Sundern
Germany
T: +49 2933 846 340
F: +49 2933 8463429
E: wrt-sundern@wrt-revision.de
W: www.wrt-revision.de

Further office: Tbilisi (Georgia). Company
languages: Azeri, Turkish, English, Russian.
Contact persons: Veli Musayev and Hafiz
Bunyadov, info@alfa-audit.com. Services:
Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax
Consulting.

Further office: Montreal. Company languages: English, French, Italian. Contact person:
Mario Boivin, mboivin@lehouxboivin.com.
Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy
Services, Tax Consulting, Management Consulting, Corporate Finance, Forensic Accounting and Insolvency related work.

Further offices: Bielefeld, Bochum, Dortmund, Hagen, Halle, Munster. Company
languages: German, English. Contact
person: Dr. Olaf Clemens, o.clemens@
wrt-revision.de. Services: Financial Audit &
Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting.

Veli
Musayev

Mario
Boivin

Dr. Olaf
Clemens

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
CONTENT

Haren Sanghvi & Associates
Chartered Accountants
223/224, Swastik Disa Corporate Park,
L.B.S. Marg, Ghatkopar West
400 086 Mumbai
India
T: +91 22 6762 55 55
F: +91 22 6762 55 99
E: haren@harensanghvi.com
W: www.hsassociates.org

Company languages: Hindi, French, English. Contact person: Haren Sanghvi,
haren@harensanghvi.com. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax
Consulting, Management Consulting, Corporate Finance.

Haren
Sanghvi

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
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Luxembourg
STATERA Audit S.àr.l.
28, rue Henri VII
1725 Luxembourg
Luxembourg
T: +352 26 37 55 23
E: contact@statera.lu
W: www.statera.lu

Slovakia
AT Partners, k.s.
Palarikova 13
811 04 Bratislava
Slovakia
T: +421 2 52 966 955
F: +421 2 52 966 956
E: marian.augustin@atpartners.sk
W: www.atpartners.sk

Company languages: Luxembourgish,
French, German, English. Contact persons:
Yves Thorn, ythorn@statera.lu; Claudine
Wilhelm, cwilhelm@statera.lu. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Corporate Finance.

United
States

Company languages: Slovakian, English.
Contact person: Marian Augustin, marian.
augustin@atpartners.sk. Services: Financial
Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting.

Hughes Watters Askanase
Three Allen Center,
333 Clay Street, 29th Floor
Houston, Texas, TX 77002
USA
T: +1 713 759 08 18
F: +1 713 759 68 34
E: lyoung@hwa.com
W: www.hwallp.com

Company languages: English, French, German, Italian, Mandarin, Russian, Spanish,
Japanese. Contact person: Lawrence Young,
lyoung@hwallp.com. Services: Tax Consulting, Law Firm, International Trust & Estate
Planning.

Search for
independent members
of GGI at
Yves
Thorn

Claudine
Wilhelm

Marian
Augustin

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
CONTENT

Lawrence
Young

www.ggi.com

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
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New GGI Information
and Press Portal:
www.ggiforum.com
GGI has launched a new information
and press portal, www.ggiforum.com,
providing a content-oriented presence
on the Worldwide Web. It covers latest
GGI news, press articles by GGI
members, professional interviews and related informative topics. It
further provides upto-date information, suggestions
and tips. The range
of topics includes
all areas in which
GGI members are
active (Auditing, Taxation, Law, Consulting,
Corporate Finance, Trust
and Estate Planning).
GGI members have the chance to
prove their competence and expertise by
making contributions to ggiforum.com,
which keeps GGI members’ clients and
those interested informed.
As well as specialist contributions
from GGI members, articles appear on
ggiforum.com that have been researched
by GGI editorial staff and prepared in a

journalistic format. This guarantees upto-date content and regular access to
new articles.
The intention of the GGI press centre
is to facilitate the work of journalists. They will be provided with easy, uncomplicated access to the
necessary material.
First of all, these
are the press releases themselves.
Here GGI will post
all member’s business activity press
releases online. The
press releases will be
published in their original
languages (with some exceptions).
GGI is people driven, by personal
contact between client and consultant.
Therefore, we present those people who
give GGI a face, a prominent position on
ggiforum.com.
Portraits of individuals from the GGI
network will regularly appear in the ‘People Portraits’ rubric. As well as a photo,

CONTENT

details of the firm and contact details, an
article will be included about the person
and their professional history.
Great significance is placed on the
GGI member firms on our new website.
In the right-hand column of the webpage
we have a row showing the logo of the
firm and its area of activity. From the
graphic, there will be a link directly to the
homepage of the firm.
These graphics rotate, i.e. they switch
between the six available positions so
that each firm can be seen with the same
frequency and the users of the page always see a different compilation. Anyone looking for a specific firm can access

the ‘member Search’ via a link in the top
menu of ggi.com.

How can you be involved?
All GGI members can send us their
contributions, make their press releases
available to us and send us recent, good
quality photos plus an interesting text
about themselves. Also they can forward
their company logo as a printable file.
We will take care of the rest. Please
contact Barbara Reiss, b.reiss@ggi.com,
at GGI head office if you would like to
submit material or if you require any further information.
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GGI Sponsorship

Global Village on
the Move: Italy 2012
GGI has entered into cooperation
with the Iacocca Institute at Lehigh University (Pennsylvania, USA) - the organizers of a worldwide respected leadership program, Global Village on the
Move (GVotM). The program is aimed
at mid-level managers and individuals
averaging in age from 22 to 35. GGI will
be sponsoring the participation fee for 5
young professionals from GGI member

firms from different regions.
Global Village on the Move is a highly acclaimed applied leadership and
cross-cultural training program which
takes place in different locations each
year throughout the world. The program
is aimed towards young professionals,
and seeks to integrate elements in leadership, entrepreneurial skills, business
and industry knowledge and the tools to
GGI will sponsor the participation fee for 5 young GGI professionals at GVotM
build a powerful global network.
Previous programs have been held
in Peru, Spain, Australia, United Arab
Emirates and Malaysia. This time
GVotM will be held in the beautiful town
of San Marco dei Cavoti in Italy from 09
to 18 September 2012. The program is
organized by the collaboration of Lehigh
University and Iacocca Institute.
The theme for this upcoming GVotM
Italy 2012 program is “Development
and Internationalization of Small Enterprises”. Through facilitated courses,
panel sessions, company visits and
team case-work the program will focus
on how businesses assess, grow and go
global in current and future global mar-

San Marco dei Cavoti
CONTENT

ket conditions.
GGI will sponsor 5 candidates from
its member firms for next year’s GVotM
Italy 2012. One candidate will be picked
from each of GGI’s 5 regions – Europe,
North America, Latin America, Asia/
Australia and Middle East/Africa.
The Individual selection process will
be based on a number of factors. These
include personal values and ethics, motivation, skills and the contribution the
candidate can make to their colleagues
during the experience.
All GGI members can apply to GGI
Head Office, and you will receive further
information and application documents
in due course.
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New Book: Finance
and Controlling in
Emerging Markets
The experience of emerging and developing economies
has generally been quite different from that of industrial countries. “Finance and Controlling
in Emerging Markets” reviews
contemporary issues from a
business-oriented point of view
in an emerging market.
Edited by our GGI member
Prof. Dr. H. Sumer, this book
concentrates on “Finance and
Controlling in Emerging Markets” with a focus on the market in Turkey, which is a subject
that has been relatively poorly
discussed in business literature. The articles in this book
define and analyse all relevant
terms related to finance and
controlling in emerging markets
and the authors bring a unique
practitioners’ perspective to the
challenges of anticipating, managing and succeeding in emerging markets.
Prof. Dr. Serhat Kutlan, who is
serving as a member of the Exec-

Serhat Kutlan and Haluk Sumer
CONTENT

utive Committee and Chairman
of the Accountants Division at
GGI, contributes to the book
with his article “Characteristics
& specialities of due diligence
processes by non-listed companies in Turkey”.
Other topics include “Success factors of acquisitions”,
“Special issues of the due diligence process” and “Corporate
governance in emerging markets”. Empirical studies including “Industry-specific features
of balance sheet structures” and
“Performance
measurement
of Turkish companies” provide
detailed information regarding
distinctive financial issues in
emerging markets.
“Finance and Controlling in
Emerging Markets” is a fascinating book that will be of great value
not only to those of international busi-

Finanzierung und Controlling
in Emerging Markets		
(in German)
By Prof. Dr. H. Pernsteiner (Editor)
Prof. Dr. H. Sumer (Editor)
Co-Author: Prof. Dr. S. Kutlan
Linde Verlag, 1. Edition 2011,
224 Pages, ISBN: 9783707317985

ness theory, but also to practitioners
operating in the emerging world.

GGI member firm
KUTLAN & PARTNERS
(Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance)
Istanbul, Turkey
Prof. Dr. Haluk Sumer
E: sumer@kutlansumer-ymm.com.tr
Prof. Dr. Serhat Kutlan
E: skutlan@kutlanpartners.com
W: www.kutlanpartners.com
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GGI opens Regional
Office in Boston

The GGI office in Boston is located in 100, State Street
(financial district)

GGI office Boston: ready for furnishing and equipment
CONTENT

The official Boston office
opening has been set for 27
January 2012. The office has
undergone a complete renovation, giving space for up
to ten or more GGI regional employees. Our office is
located in the heart of the
financial district of Boston.
The Old State House balcony where the Declaration of Independence was
proclaimed is easily within
view. If you happen to be
in the Boston area for business or pleasure, you are
more than invited to attend
our opening event. This
invitation is of course, extended to all GGI members
worldwide.
We hope you will be able
to attend. If you require any
logistical help regarding hotels, restaurants, or entertainment Adam Crowson,
crowson@ggi.com is always
available. He looks forward
to seeing you in Boston and
one quick tip is to make sure
to dress warm!

Doing business in Cape Town: Cornelia Van Heerden, Graham Busch and Clive
Noland

Doing business
in Cape Town
GGI new member law firm Heyns &
Partners Inc, based in South Africa, recently arranged a cocktail function with GGI
accounting firm Nolands to announce to
their business friends and associates their
GGI membership. The event took place at
the lovely Cape Grace Hotel situated in the
Waterfront down in the Cape Town harbour and was attended by representatives
from industry and the corporate world. A
fellow member of GGI, Graham Busch of
Lawrence Grant, who is based in the UK,
was also in town and able to join the function. Cornelia Van Heerden, Director of
Heyns & Partners Inc., explained that she

regarded joining an international alliance
like the Geneva Group as an important
step and an investment for the future. In
particular, it enabled Heyns & Partners
Inc. to provide its existing client base with
international advice. The evening was a
great success and ensured a good working relationship for the future.
GGI member firm
HEYNS & PARTNERS INC.
(Solicitors)
Cape Town, Johannesburg, South Africa
E: heyns@heyns.co.za
W: www.heyns.co.za
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Better community and social responsibility

Caring about children:
One important part of
KRD’s commitment
By Allen Kutchins
Eight years ago Allen Kutchins decided Kutchins, Robbins & Diamond,
Ltd. should help the children at La Rabida Children’s Hospital in Chicago,
Illinois celebrate their Christmas with
lots of new toys. So Allen started a toy
drive with employees participating first,
next reaching out to clients, and then to
the thousands of contacts on the firm’s
mailing list. Allen Kutchins’ inspirational thought has resulted in thousands of
toys for the children served by La Rabida
Children’s Hospital.
Each year Christmas day Santa Claus
arrives at the hospital on a firetruck with
sirens blaring much to the delight of the
children (and hospital staff) to distribute the toys. Representatives of local
Chicago television networks accompany
Santa as he visits every child spending
their Christmas in the hospital.
This special annual commitment
represents just one of the many made
by KRD to giving back and serving those

in need. Firm members participate as
board members and volunteers for numerous charities, with the support of
KRD. In addition to the toy drive, the
employees of Kutchins, Robbins & Diamond participate annually in the Illinois
CPA day of service and helping Habitat
for Humanity build a house for a less
fortunate family.
Allen Kutchins connected to La Rabida Children’s Hospital several years
ago, and joined their Board of Trustees
in 2005. He now chairs the Board’s audit committee. Allen like everyone else
who gets to know this hospital finds it a
compelling cause and emotional commitment. Here is a link to a half minute
video of Allen Kutchins speaking about
La Rabida: Click here! And here is a little
more to help explain Allen’s commitment.
La Rabida Children’s Hospital has
provided care for Chicago’s most vulnerable children and their families since
1896.
The hospital’s history began with a
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bequest of the 1893
World’s Columbian
Exposition Spanish
Pavillion. A group of
dedicated volunteer
women led the effort
to equip and staff the
building as a fresh
air sanitarium facility. The women raised
money for operations
and recruited volunteer physicians to Caring about children: One important part of KRD’s
treat children with commitment to making a better community and to social
chronic medical con- responsibility
ditions regardless of
their family’s ability to pay, a legacy that are committed to a holistic philosophy
continues to the present day.
of care.
Today, La Rabida Children’s Hospital
La Rabida is located on the shores of
serves approximately 9,000 children an- magnificent Lake Michigan, just minutes
nually who require primary and specialty from the historic Museum of Science
care to address complex and challeng- and Industry. They designed the facility
ing medical conditions. Services and to appear like a ship with cabins instead
programs include treatment for chronic of rooms; to showcase spectacular views
illnesses such asthma, diabetes, and and inspire hope for every child and famsickle cell disease, and developmental ily who crosses the threshold.
disabilities. In addition, La Rabida specializes in the treatment of children who
have been abused, neglected or experiGGI member firm
enced trauma.
Kutchins, Robbins & Diamond, Ltd.
Under one roof, the hospital offers
(Financial Audit & Accountancy Services)
access to board-certified pediatricians
Schaumburg (Chicago), United States
and specialty physicians, behavioral
Chris Cameron
science professionals, nurses, physiE: ccameron@krdcpas.com
cal and occupational therapists, speech
Allen Kutchins
pathologists, dietitians, case managers
E: akutchins@krdcpas.com
and social workers. All have dedicated
W: www.krdcpas.com
their careers to pediatric health care and
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New developments in Consumer Protection

South Africa in line
with international
economic trends
By Cornelia van Heerden
Consumer Protection is an international concept that has over the past
few years developed into an independent field of law, with far-reaching implications to almost all legal obligations that occurs in our daily lives, be it
when you put gas in your car, or should
you go to the grocery store.
Although, for some time, these aspects were largely governed by contracts or delict (tort law), it was necessary, to some extent, that governments
and international governing bodies,
such as the United Nations and the European Union, regulate all commercial
dealings to protect the rights of consumers.
South Africa, staying in line with
global economic trends, and hot on
the heels of company reform and credit
regulation, enacted The Consumer Protection Act, which came into operation
in South Africa on 1 April 2011. This act
intends to codify the common law per-

taining to supplier-consumer relations,
to protect the rights of consumers in
general, and clarify certain rights that
consumers now have which was previously not afforded to them.
This progressive piece of legislation, which is likely the legislation with
the most wide-ranging impact that
has ever been enacted in South Africa,
brings our country in line with international consumer protection trends,
and creates certainty to both suppliers
and consumers regarding liability, taking into consideration South Africa’s
unique historical background.
The consequences of the CPA are
far-reaching in its application, extending to every transaction within the jurisdiction of South Africa, besides those
that are specifically excluded by the act.
Likely the most interesting provision in the act, is an implied warranty
of quality that now exist between the
consumer and supplier, on or after the
effective date of an agreement. This
warranty would be in accordance with
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the consumer’s right to fair value, good
quality and safety. The warranty will not
only be applicable to newly purchased
goods, but will also apply to any goods
repaired by a supplier or services rendered.
Any agreement or transaction pertaining to the supply of goods to a
consumer will be subject to an implied provision that the producer, importer, distributor and retailer each
warrant that the goods are safe and of
good quality – valid for a period of six
months. During this six month period
the consumer may return the defective
goods without penalty and at the supplier’s risk and expense.
In addition, upon returning the defective goods, the consumer has the
election as to whether the supplier
must repair or replace the goods, or
merely refund the consumer for the
initial price paid. Should the consumer opt to have the goods repaired and
within three months the defect has not
been remedied, the supplier must either replace the goods or refund the
consumer.
The implied warranty will be regarded as enforceable by the consumer in
addition to any express or common
law warranty afforded to the consumer
in respect of the goods or service supplied.
In the event that goods were obtained via direct marketing and consequently delivered, a consumer is entitled to a five day cooling-off period

Cornelia van Heerden
during which the transaction may be
rescinded without reason or penalty.
Due to the wording of the act this provision also applies to the purchase and
transfer of immovable property, making this a powerful tool in the hands of
prospective property purchasers.
However, suppliers should not be
despondent yet. The Act also provides
for the implied warranty to be regarded
as void should the consumer subject
the goods supplied to misuse or abuse.
The implied warranty will also not apply to ordinary wear and tear.
By instituting an implied warranty
through legislation, the Act attempts
to ensure that consumers are protected against defective goods and sub-par
services. It will also force suppliers to
maintain the quality of services rendered
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and goods supplied, potentially resulting in an over-all increase in the standard of products and services, and also
international competitiveness.
Furthermore, every consumer has
the right to assume that a supplier has
the legal right to sell the goods. This
becomes an implied provision to every
transaction or agreement the consumer enters into with a supplier, except for
used goods and immovable property.
The act imposes strict liability on
producers, importers, distributors and
retailers for harm caused wholly or
partly as a consequence of supplying
unsafe, defective or hazardous goods,
any product failure or inadequate instructions or warnings of any hazard in
the use of any goods or services. This
liability applies irrespective of whether
the harm resulted from any negligence
on the part of the producer, importer,
distributor or retailer.
In the United Kingdom, for example,
strict liability only affects the producer
of the goods, therefore, consumers in
South Africa enjoys greater protection
in respect of hazardous and defective
goods, having recourse against the producer, importer, distributor or retailer.
Similarly, liability arises from death,
illness or injury to any natural person,
any physical damage to immovable
and movable goods as well as economic loss due to hazardous or defective
goods or services. After considering the
monetary value and economic loss by a
Plaintiff, a court can award damages.

The court may also apportion liability
among persons found to be jointly and
severally liable for the damages.
It is at this stage too early to say how
the act will affect the future of commerce in South Africa. This topic is
still open only for discussion, but one
can safely assume that the interpretation and implementation of this act will
be closely monitored.

New legislation
on Dutch holiday
entitlements
By Jeffrey L.R. Kenens
As a result of the Stringer/SchultzHoff  1 cases in the European Court of Justice new legislation in regard to holiday
entitlements will be effective in the Netherlands as of 1 January 2012. This article
briefly outlines the effects of this case on
Dutch legislation and how holiday entitlements will accrue during illness.

Stringer/Schultz-Hoff cases

GGI member firm
HEYNS & PARTNERS INC.
(Law Firm)
Cape Town, Johannesburg, South Africa
Cornelia van Heerden, Director
E: cornelia@heyns.co.za
W: www.heyns.co.za
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The European Court of Justice has
in these cases delivered a ruling which
means that not only will workers be able
to accrue statutory holiday while on sick
leave, but they will also be able to carry it
forward at least into the following holiday
year. Furthermore, the European Court of
Justice has delivered a ruling for the calculation of the allowance in lieu; the worker’s normal remuneration, which is that
which must be maintained during the rest
period corresponding to the paid annual
European Court of Justice, 20 January 2009,
C-350/06 and C-520/06.
1

Jeffrey L.R. Kenens
leave, is decisive. In other words, if workers employment contracts are terminated,
they must be compensated in full for statutory holidays to which they were entitled
and which they have not been able to take
due to sickness.
Essentially, in these cases the European Court of Justice has interpreted article
7 the Working Time Directive 2003/88.
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Please note, that the judgment only applies to statutory holidays and not to any
contractually granted holidays that are in
excess of a workers statutory holiday entitlement.

Dutch law in
violation of EU-directive
Under present Dutch legislation, the
worker only accrues a holiday entitlement in case of sickness during the final
six months of that illness. For example, if
a worker is ill for a consecutive period of
two years, the accrued of holiday entitlement is limited to the final six months of
that period. That means that based on a
statutory accrual of twenty days holiday
per year on a full-time basis only ten statutory days holiday shall be accrued. Under
present Dutch employment law the worker has no entitlement to the remaining
thirty days statutory holiday.
This Dutch legislation is therefore in
violation of the EU-directive as the European Court of Justice has ruled that if a
worker would not be able to take statutory
holidays during illness he must be allowed
to take it at a later date.

New Dutch legislation
As of 1 January 2012 the new legislation
shall abolish the differentiation in accrual
of statutory holiday entitlements between
workers that are ill and workers that are
not ill. The accrual of statutory holidays
will no longer be limited to the final pe-

riod of six months of illness. Both workers
that are ill and workers that are not ill shall
be treated the same in regard to the accrual and the taking of statutory holidays.
As stated in the Dutch Parliament in relation to the new legislation, workers who
are ill should be able to take holidays to
recuperate during their efforts to reintegrate into the work place. This means that
the workers may ask to take their holidays
during illness in which case they would be
exempt from their duty to reintegrate during the holiday.
This change in Dutch legislation is of
benefit to the workers. However, to avoid
an excessive build-up of holiday entitlements, workers are legally obliged to take
their accrued statutory holiday entitlements within a period of six months after
the end of the forthcoming calendar year.
If not, these statutory holiday entitlements
will expire. This will also be the case, in
principle, if workers have been ill. With regard to the non-statutory holiday entitlements, the present expiration period of
five years will continue to apply.
There is only one exception to the rule;
statutory holidays are to be taken within
a period of six months after the calendar
year in which they were accrued, which is
the case if there is a reasonable excuse
for a worker to have not been able to take
the holidays. In such cases the statutory
holidays will not expire. From the Dutch
parliamentary records it is clear that this
may only be the case if the ill worker really has not been able to reintegrate in
the workplace at all, which is to be deter-
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mined by the company doctor, or if the
inability to take holidays was due to company circumstances. If the employer and
the worker disagree about the inability of
the worker to take the holidays during the
period of illness, the burden of proof is on
the worker. It is possible to agree in writing with the worker a specific extra period
in which to take these statutory holidays.

Administrative consequences
Due to the new six month expiration
period for statutory holidays, Dutch employers are advised to adapt their holiday
administration. They should separately
administer the holidays that accrued before 1 January 2012, for which an expiration period of five years applies and both
the statutory holidays and extra-legal holi-

days that accrue as of 1 January 2012, for
which an expiration period of six months
and five years apply respectively. We also
advise Dutch employers to review their
employment agreements and Personnel
Handbooks to ensure that these are in full
compliance with the new legislation.

GGI member firm
TeekensKarstens advocaten notarissen
(Law Firm)
Alphen aan den Rijn, Leiden,
The Netherlands
Jeffrey L.R. Kenens, attorney at law
Partner and Head of the
Practice Group Employment Law
E: kenens@tk.nl
W: www.tk.nl

Invest in Malaysia
By Kwong Chow Chia
“The business experts do fishing in the
surging water, thus you should be fishing
there because the big fishes are escorting
the little ones to swim to the surface. In
every crisis, there is certainly a big benefit.
.” -- Robert Kuok Hock Nien, a Malaysian
entrepreneur and one of the richest Chinese businessmen.
Against a backdrop of market retrac-

tion which may lead to a prospective second economic recession and a grave concern about Europe’s worsening sovereign
debt crisis, one would expect a lukewarm
response to any mention of expending investment capital. Nevertheless as the old
adage goes, there is still an opportunity in
every market scenario, and perhaps even
more so in a period of negative sentiment.
Malaysia is certainly not immune to
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any global downturn. However, having put
numerous precautionary economic initiatives and measures in place even before
the possible double dip, it offers attractive
opportunities to prospective investors. A
recent address made by Malaysia’s Prime
Minister, Datuk Seri Mohd Najib in early
2011 clearly outlined such initiatives. It is
summarised below.

Background information
Malaysia is nestled in the centre of
Southeast Asia and is home to a population of over 28 million Malays, Chinese,
and Indians. Malaysia consists of 13 states
with 11 in the Peninsular and another 2 on
the island of Borneo. The government is
a parliament democratically elected by its
people and the government uses both the
Malaysian and English language to communicate.
Malaysia’s GDP is about USD 240 billion and the country is ranked as having
the 35th largest economy in the world [28th
in terms of GDP (PPP)]. Malaysia remains
economically strong with close ties to the
US, China, Singapore, Japan, Indonesia
and the European Union. Foreign trade
exceeds RM1 trillion. The currency of exchange is Ringgit, which is operated on
a managed float regime against a tradeweighted basket of currencies. In the
Global Competitiveness Report 2011-2012,
a recent survey released by the World Economic Forum, Malaysia was ranked 21st.
In the words of its Prime Minister: “Invest in Malaysia and you would get the

whole of Asia.” This refers to Malaysia’s
rich and diverse cultural heritage and its
foreign trade tradition with strong links to
Indonesia, China, India and Middle Eastern countries. Consequently, Malaysia is
well positioned as the gateway to the ASEAN, consisting of 10 member nations, a
combined population of 600 million and
an economy worth US$2 trillion, which
ranked as the ninth largest economy in
the world and the third largest in Asia.

Rationalization initiatives:
Liberalization of 27 service
sub-sectors; Economic
Transformation Plan; and
Capital Market Master Plan 2
After the 2008 financial crisis, Malaysia took a contrarian approach instead of
a protectionist route and continues to liberalise its key services by lifting the foreign
equity restriction in 27 sub-service sectors.
So far, concerted efforts have also been
taken to expedite the implementation of
such measures and initiatives.
In October 2010, the Economic Transformation Program (ETP) was launched
to road-map Malaysia to achieve fully
developed nation status by 2020. The
ETP entails an investment commitment
of up to RM95 billion for the creation of
over 250,000 jobs in 10 years. 12 key areas that can drive economic growth were
identified and 131 entry-point projects to
kick start those areas are to be developed.
These projects will affect a wide range of
areas, including agriculture, communi-
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cations and infrastructure, business services, education, healthcare, oil, gas and
energy, tourism, property development,
electronics and electrical, wholesale and
retail sectors.
Malaysia’s Stock Exchange, the Bursa
Malaysia, has a market capitalization of
over RM2 trillion and the greatest number
of listed companies in ASEAN. On 7 January 2011, it had a very good day and the key
market barometer, FBM KLCI, hit 1,572.21
points, the highest level since 1998.
Under the Capital Market Master Plan
2 (CMP2), the present market capitalisation is to be increased to over RM4.5 trillion by 2020. CMP2 is to adopt a more
holistic or comprehensive approach by
promoting capital formation from the inception stage to the internationalisation
of such innovations. In line with this, incentives and regulatory supports will be
emphasised in the venture capital and private equity industries, and the expansion
of the bond markets.
Malaysia already leads the world as
the hub for the Islamic capital market, an
achievement under the initiatives of the
CMP1. Initiatives under CMP2 include
strategies for the internationalisation of
Malaysia’s Islamic capital market by making further inroads into the international
Sukuk market, set to rise from RM1.1 trillion to RM2.9 trillion by 2020.

Kwong Chow Chia
back on investments. However, there is
much to suggest that the converse would
have yielded optimum results. In addition to the above criteria, there are also
9 key factors that account for Malaysia’s
success as a location of choice for investors, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Conclusion

9.

The first reaction to any market downturn would be to conserve money and hold

Political and social stability;
Good physical and legal infrastructure;
Readily available human talent;
Effective and efficient supply chain
management;
Competent and reliable logistics and
communications hub;
Strong Intellectual Property protection;
Good governance and effective leadership;
Building creativity and innovation in
science and technology, and
Liveable, open and safe city environment.
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In all, with the strong governmental
supports and commitments and the diligence and ingenuity of its people, Malaysia is set to continue as a conducive and
attractive country of choice for the discerning investors. “We are determined to
develop and adapt to the environment;
when you invest in Malaysia’s transformation programme, you will now get over
US$ 440 billion in business opportunities.” said the Prime Minister.

GGI member firm
KC Chia & Noor
Chartered Accountants
(Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance)
Kuala Lumpur, Melaka, Kluang,
Johor Darul Takzim, Malaysia
Kwong Chow Chia
E: kcn_pa@tm.net.my
W: www.kcn.my

A new perspective:
the New Civil Code
of Romania
By Rodica Procop
After two years of stalemate following the adoption of the New Civil Code,
Criminal Code, Civil Procedure Code and
Criminal Procedure Code as draft laws,
the Law for the enforcement of the New
Civil Code (NCC) was published on 10th
of June 2011 and established 1st of October 2011 as the date these will become
law.
The NCC was a long-awaited change
to the obsolete 1864 “Cuza” Civil Code,
intended for complete renewal in 1940,

1971 and 2004, but which in the end remained virtually unchanged. The reformation efforts from 2004 will have been
successful when the NCC enters into
force on 1st October 2011.
The NCC emphasizes the importance
of human rights and fundamental freedoms and offers strong guarantees for
the right to private and family life. It establishes a series of institutions that were
previously built on doctrinal or judicial
interpretation, at the same time relieving
court congestion. The procedures have
been generally simplified in order to pro-
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vide a speedy trial and uniform case-law.
One of the most recently adopted
codes in the world, the Civil Code of
Quebec Province, Canada, together with
the Italian, Spanish, Swiss, German and
Brazilian Code were used as conceptual
models.
Based on these sources, the NCC radically altered the overall view on civil matters, comprising all regulations regarding persons, family-related issues and
domestic relations as well as the provisions of Law no. 105/1992 regarding Private International Law. On its entry into
force, the Family Code and the Commercial Code were abrogated.
Law no. 71/2011 for the enforcement
of the NCC lays out the measures that
will secure a streamlined transition from
the old regulations. It is stipulated that
the new law applies only to situations
that arise after its entry into force, including any additional acts concluded after
1st October.
The code is structured into seven
books, relating to individuals, family,
goods, inheritance and liberalities, obligations, the statute of limitations term
forfeiture and calculation of terms for
Private International Law regulations.
Some of the new institutions that have
been regulated for the first time regard
shared custody after divorce, the family
counsel, in-kind payment of the spousal
maintenance, the fiducia, somewhat similar to the English common law concept
of trust, the engagement, the matrimonial agreement (establishing one of the

Rodica Procop
three possible matrimonial regimes: the
legal community of property, separation
of property, the conventional community
of property) and the concept of periodic
property.
The hardship clause is imported from
the GEO 50/2010 regarding consumer
credit contracts. It stipulates that the
court may correspondingly amend the
contract or terminate it in the event of
circumstances that render the execution
of the debtor’s obligation exceedingly
burdensome, and which could not have
been foreseen at the time of conclusion
of the contract. As a procedural condition, the debtor must have requested the
renegotiation of the contract on reasonable terms.
The new regulations regarding lesion
stipulate that not only minors, but also
persons of full age can object in certain
conditions to their agreements as injurious, given that the other party took
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advantage of the person’s need, lack of
experience or knowledge.
The NCC also contains several regulations regarding instruments and contracts specific to the banking sector,
such as the credit facility, rental of safe
deposit boxes, and agreements on bank
accounts/deposits. The concept of “control over the account” is introduced,
implying that the mortgage of a creditor who holds control over the account
is preferred to the mortgage of one who
does not.
According to the new provisions, any
asset may be mortgaged (including, but
not limited to claims arising from purchase, lease or insurance agreements),
except indefeasible or intangible assets,
such a mortgage being valid only as a
mortgage on a future good. A mortgage
is enforceable only when “perfected”,
meaning that the registration of security
interests with the Electronic Archive for
Security Interests in Movable Property is
no longer sufficient. The NCC stipulates
specific formalities for certain categories
of assets (e.g.. registration with the land
registry, the creditor’s control over the
bank accounts). The other cumulative
condition for the perfection of movable
mortgages is to produce legal effects between the parties (when the secured obligation comes into effect or when ownership over the asset is acquired).
The “fiducia” is the legal operation by
which one or more principals (transferors) transfer real rights, credits, warrantees or other property rights or a body of

GGI PRACTICE GROUP PAGES
such rights, present or future, to one or
more fiduciaries (or transferees) who exert them with a determined purpose, for
the benefit of one or more beneficiaries.
Insurance and reinsurance, investment
and investment management and financial investment services companies, lawyers and public notaries along with credit
institutions are expressly mentioned as
having the capacity to conclude a fiducia
agreement as transferees.
Another legal novelty, entailing fiscal implication is the divisibility of one’s
patrimony into fiduciary patrimonial
masses. It is expressly stipulated that
the transfer of the rights and obligations
from a patrimonial mass to another does
not represent a transfer and is therefore
not subject to taxation.
As far as real rights are concerned,
the law stipulates that these are obtained
only by registering in the Land Registry,
based on the document or fact that justified the registration. According to the law,
this regulation shall enter into force only
after all the cadastral works are completed in every territorial and administrative
division and the opening of land books.
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International Taxation Practice Group (ITPG)

North America: Goals
for the International
Tax Practice Group
By Robert Simon
Similarities and differences. Both became obvious to the attendees at the inaugural meeting of the ITPG for North
America in October. Hosted in Toronto,
ITPG was part of the initial meeting of
GGI’s North American Region, which
preceded the highly successful World
Conference.
Similarities included the expertise,
professionalism and affability of the
members in attendance. Attendees demonstrated a common desire to expand
their knowledge of international tax and
cultivate professional relationships to
service clients in the best ways possible.
As for differences, those became
more obvious after the presentations to
the North American regional members,
ITPG, the workshops and the discussions that followed.
Attendees gained a better understanding of the tax systems in North America
and how they differ from the methodology used in other parts of the world.

Robert Simon
It is hard to imagine that in 2010,
EisnerLubin was the first U.S.-based accounting firm to join the organization
that included only a handful of other
GGI members located in Canada and
elsewhere in North America. Today, the
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North American region boasts close to
30 members – and we are still growing
due to the extraordinary efforts of Claudio Cocca, Adam Crowson and the entire
staff of GGI HQ in Zurich.
It was wonderful to see the North
American region well represented by a
majority of its members at the meeting.
With Oliver Biernat (global chair of the
ITPG), and Stanley Ruchelman and newly
appointed Cindy Hsieh, my co-chairs of
the ITPG for North America, our region
should become a valuable resource to
our fellow GGI members in their North
America dealings.
Here are some things that need to
be taken into consideration as individuals come to the U.S. and Canada to work
and invest. They will have to deal with issues such as:
Residency rules
Income, Social Security, gift and estate taxes
State, provincial and local taxes
Immigration issues
The plethora of tax filings and compliance issues that exist in North
America.
Also, executives need to plan for the
types of compensation they will receive
(salary, stock options, pension contributions et. al.). Individuals with family
investment vehicles located outside of
North America may need to re-consider
and restructure their ownership thereof,
prior to immigration. Long-term residents may have to deal with exit taxes and,

of course, income tax treaties need to be
consulted and planned for. All of these
should be considered prior to someone
immigrating to the U.S. or Canada
Members of ITPG for North America
are prepared to provide ongoing advice
and planning regarding these issues, tailored to your client’s needs, to fellow GGI
members. There were also discussions
in Toronto of our ITPG working with the
Estate Planning, Trusts & Private Equity
PG, as well as the Immigration & Executive Services PG, to jointly address some
of these issues in the future.
For businesses that wish to come to
North America to set up subsidiaries or
branches, our ITPG is uniquely qualified
to assist in the legal, accounting and tax
issues that can and will be encountered
at the federal, provincial, state and local levels. In addition, the United States
Congress has an aggressive initiative
underway to locate U.S. taxpayers who
are trying to utilize non-U.S. investment
vehicles and entities to hide their funds
to evade U.S. taxation. ITPG for North
America will continue to inform and assist our members with the compliance
aspects of the Foreign Tax Compliance
Act (FACTA).
Because of the uniqueness of the various state and provincial taxes that exist
in the United States and Canada, members of the North American ITPG should
also utilize fellow North American ITPG
members to assist them with their clients
that may be considering setting up operations in a state or province that they are
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not comfortable giving advise on.
The members of ITPG for North
America appreciate the fact that our fellow ITPG members in the other regions
are available to assist us in meeting our
clients’ global needs. In turn, we invite
them to utilize our services to help guide
your clients in fulfilling their requirements in North America.
Please feel free to contact me at
rsimon@eisnerlubin.com with any questions.
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International Taxation Practice Group (ITPG)

Paying tax all
over the world
By Paul Malin
Tax authorities around the world are
targeting clients who they suspect are not
paying their fair share of tax. This may be
as a result of perfectly acceptable and appropriate tax mitigation strategies.
However, here in the UK new events
are unfolding. As someone who only
deals in historical matters, I have represented a number of taxpayers over the last
25 years who have deliberately set out to
evade tax and were subsequently found
out. I have seen the Offshore Disclosure

Facility (ODF) and
the New Disclosure Opportunity
in the UK bring
forward a different profile of taxpayer – one that is
“complicated” and
may get their tax
affairs wrong sim- Paul Malin
ply by being an internationally mobile entrepreneur. Such
taxpayers can engage an entourage of
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accountants, solicitors, trustees and
alike in different tax jurisdictions thinking that they must therefore be fully tax
compliant.
Since the ODF in 2007, a number of new
Tax Information Exchange Agreements
(TIEAs) have been signed by the UK and
other countries to encourage the exchange of information on bank accounts
and other assets held offshore. The huge
amount of financial information that has
been disclosed to the UK tax authorities
is now being actioned. The Liechtenstein
Disclosure Facility (LDF) is the latest of
the so-called tax amnesties being used to
bring in extra tax revenues for the UK.
The latest news is that starting this
month (November), HM Revenue &
Customs have sent letters to account
holders with UK addresses asking them
to confirm that their tax affairs are in order without starting an investigation.
To me this change of strategy signals
that HM Revenue & Customs are more
readily prepared to accept that there may
be no UK tax exposure relating to these
funds. For example, the account holder
may simply be a nominee and the funds
belong to a non-domiciled person and
the income or gains are not being remitted to the UK. HM Revenue & Customs
can amend their intelligence to identify
the true ultimate account holder.
However, what this also signals is
that the information about the account
holder will be passed on to the appropriate tax authorities elsewhere.
Perhaps this is where we as members

of GGI we are uniquely placed outside
the international accountancy firms. We
can deliver comprehensive cross border
solutions by working together and where
appropriate, pass on the details of those
taxpayers to members in that member’s
state tax jurisdiction for them to represent them with the relevant tax authorities, if this is what is necessary.
Not everybody is a tax evader – a point
often forgotten by tax authorities around
the world. People and businesses are far
more mobile than ever before and mistakes can happen.
As well as sharing such information,
should we also consider sharing other
types of knowledge such as how to handle and process the volume of information that lies behind the problem?
As much as the tax authorities are
keen to ensure taxpayers pay tax all over
the world should we not be equally as
keen to ensure taxpayers only pay the
right amount of tax around the world?

GGI member firm
Haines Watts Chartered Accountants
(Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, International Trust &
Estate Planning)
Abingdon, United Kingdom
Paul Malin, Tax Partner at Haines Watts
E: pmalin@hwca.com
W: www.hwca.com
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Practice Group Estate Planning, Trusts & Private Equity

Note on the
GGI Practice Group
By Robert Anthony
“What you need to know about private
equity”. For those who have attended our
Practice Group Meeting… Thank you!
For the others, we offer you the advantage to download our “guide to help
evaluate private equity investments”…
It is simple! Just login to GGI’s intranet and download it (practice groups /
Estate Planning, Trusts & Private Equity).
As an alternative you simply can snap
our QR Code below.

To fully utilize QR Codes, a mobile phone
will need to have: Camera + QR Codereading software + Web access. STEP 1:
Point the camera phone at the QR Code.
STEP 2: Snap a picture. STEP 3: The QR
Code will decode instantly. STEP 4: You
will be brought to the webpage including
our guide.

No QR Code Reader available? Please
click here for the link to the PDF-document.
Special thanks for their participation
to Jim Demetriou (Haines Watts, United
Kingdom), Ben Ho and Tony Shao (Horizon LLP, China), Gernot Kos (GT Fiduciaires, Luxembourg), Céline Fillistorf
(DealMarket AG, Switzerland).

No “QR Code Reader” in your smartphone? You
can download it from your App store. Blackberry: Blackberry Messenger 5.0, BeeTagg. iPhone:
i-Nigma, QuickMark, QRafter, NeoReader, Barcodes, BeeTagg. Android: Barcode Scanner

GGI member firm
Anthony & Cie
(International Trust & Estate Planning, Tax
Consulting)
Sophia Antipolis, France
Prof. Robert Anthony
E: robert@antco.com
W: www.antco.com
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Practice Group Estate Planning, Trusts & Private Equity

Raising Capital &
Sourcing Investors in
the United Kingdom
By Jim Demetriou
Raising capital is an integral part of
the business planning process. It can often be a complex and lengthy process.
Although UK lending banks are still
open for business, their credit appetite is

somewhat diminished. The good news
is that there are alternative sources of
funding and investors out there for businesses willing to accept a different set of
terms.

Borrowing
Traditionally corporate borrowing has
meant sourcing finance through banks,
either by overdraft, secured loans or mortgages. Today, with the UK banks in turmoil
and afraid to lend without 120% security,
there are a number of alternative sources
of finance, which are easier and quicker to
access – these include factoring, invoice
discounting, asset refinance, vendor finance schemes, equipment finance, crowd
funding or using existing shareholders.

Investors

Jim Demetriou

In the UK investing by individuals in
new start ups or existing businesses has
been encouraged by popular TV shows
such as Dragons Den. Generous tax
CONTENT

breaks such as the Enterprise Investment
Scheme, special rules for venture capital
trusts and entrepreneurs’ relief on exit
have also fuelled investment. Typically,
these breaks are available for individual
rather than corporate investors and only
for direct equity investment.

Individual Investors
Outside of friends, acquaintances
and employees investors can be found
through business angel networks or by
internet based crowd funding sites.
Angel Networks – There are number
of Angel Networks on the internet. Their
role is to match high net worth investors
with businesses seeking investment. The
usual format is based on speed dating,
where the business owner has a short
time slot to present his proposition. The
Angel Network will charge the business
owner a fixed fee plus a percentage of the
equity raised.
Crowd Funding – Crowd funding is an
internet based cooperative model where
people pool their money to make larger
equity investments. Businesses wanting investment create a pitch, upload to
the website and promote through social
media. Investors register on the website,
browse the opportunities and invest as
much as they want.

Corporate Investors
Private Equity Groups – The UK industry body is the British Private Equity

Alternative sources
of finance Equtiy
Cash Flow finance
Factoring
Confidential invoice discounting
Trade Finance
Export Finance
Asset refinance
Refinancing assets & equipment already owned by the borrower
Vendor finance schemes
Vendor provides finance for customer to buy – either lease, or terms.
Equipment Finance
Hire Purchase
Finance Lease
Rental

Existing shareholders
Crowd Funding
Co-operative on line investment
Leading UK based for corporate
funding crowdcube.com

and Venture Capital Association (BVCA).
Their website www.bvca.co.uk is a useful
information source and provides a directory of members. Investments made by
Private Equity Groups are generally on a
larger scale than Business Angels.

...next page
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Venture Capital Trusts (VCT) – VCTs are
quoted companies, holding at least 70%
of their investments in shares that they
have subscribed for in qualifying unquoted
companies. This offers a way for investors
to support new and expanding companies
without taking the risk of investing directly
in unquoted companies.
Investment Instruments – There are
now new innovative combinations to attract investors. Focus has been directed at
providing investors with income/return of
capital allowing them to benefit from any
increase in the value of the business. Investment can take many forms, including;
Ordinary shares
Right to vote at shareholder meetings
Dividends at the discretion of Directors
Share in the equity
Preference Shares
(redeemable or convertible)
No right to vote
Right to a fixed dividend
May be converted into ordinary shares
May be redeemable
Debentures (redeemable or convertible)
Loan with security
Fixed rate of interest payable
May be converted into ordinary shares
Loan Notes with warrants
to buy ordinary shares
Unsecured loan notes
Fixed rate of interest

Repayable over a fixed period
Warrants – right to buy ordinary shares
at a predetermined price.

Tax Breaks for Equity Investing
Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) –
The scheme provides relief to individual
investors who subscribe in an unquoted
trading company. There are a number of
conditions to be satisfied to qualify for the
relief.
The reliefs are:
For subscriptions of up to £500,000
(from 5 April 2012 £1,000,000) per annum, there is an income tax credit of
30% available to set against tax liabilities of the same or previous tax year.
(Shares must be held for three years)
Profits on sale are exempt from CGT
as long as shares are held for at least
three years
Gains realised on any asset may be deferred by matching the gain with EIS
subscriptions within one year before
and three years after the disposal.
Venture Capital Trusts (VCTs) – The
VCTs are exempt from tax on the profits
they make from selling their investments.
For investors in the VCTs
For subscriptions up to £200,000 per
annum, there is an income tax credit of
30% available to set against tax liabilities of the same year. (Shares in VCT
have to be held for 5 years)
Dividends received from VCTs are exempt from income tax
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Profits on sale of VCT shares are exempt from Capital Gains Tax
Benefits of using alternative investments will vary depending on your personal financial situation.

UK Government & Banks
Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG)
– The EFG is a loan guarantee scheme to
facilitate additional bank lending to viable
businesses with insufficient or no security
to secure a normal commercial loan. The
UK Government provides the lender with
a guarantee for which the borrower pays a
premium.

EFG will continue until 2014-15, providing up to £600 million of additional lending to around 6,000 UK SMEs in 2011-12
and over £2 billion in total over the next 4
years.

GGI member firm
Haines Watts
(Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, International Trust &
Estate Planning)
Abingdon, United Kingdom
Jim Demetriou
E: dgdemetriou@hwca.com
W: www.hwca.com

Qualifying Recognised Overseas Pension Scheme

QROPS: for UK
pension contributors
moving abroad
Transferring your pension funds into an
overseas scheme may bring an unexpected
windfall for those who have UK pension
funds, reports Prof. Robert Anthony.
Do you know what is in your pension
scheme and its transfer value? Do you know

how your money is invested in the UK?
Do you have clients who previously
worked and subscribed to UK pensions?
Did you know that if you intend to
leave the UK or have already left for tax

...next page
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purposes, the UK tax authorities allow
UK pension rights to be transferred to a
QROPS – Qualifying Recognised Overseas Pension Scheme? The funds are
generally transferred in cash, although it
is possible to transfer other assets.
The pension scheme to which the assets are transferred needs to be approved
by the UK Inland Revenue. Under most
international tax treaties, non-government pensions are taxable in the country
in which you are a tax resident. After you
have lived overseas for five years, the UK
relinquishes its interest and the assets
can be more liberally invested.
Protective measures are in place to
ensure you are not badly advised. If you
are being advised on a transfer of your
pension, the funds will be placed into a
custodian bank account held by a pension management company that has
been approved by the UK Inland Revenue. The bank and fund managers will
help with the nature of the assets held.
In addition, a financial advisor will advise you independently. They must hold
an investment advisor’s licence, issued
by the financial monetary authorities of
each country. A UK financial advisor can
advise in the UK but not elsewhere without extra approval. So a UK IFA can’t advise in France without an approval (insurance brokerage licence does not cover
financial advice).
The UK revenue monitors the companies it has approved. Some have lost
their approval due to not respecting UK

rules. Personally, I don’t see a transfer of
one’s pension as an opportunity to look
at tax loopholes, as the money is there
to protect your retirement. I do, however,
see a good opportunity for a more handson management of the investment in the
funds, with improved transparency on
costs and hopefully better returns.
Obviously, there is also an aspect of
materiality. If the value of the pension is
under £100,000, an open architecture
may not be as appropriate as a simple
managed contract. I won’t go into individual cases and technical details here,
but it’s important to bring to attention a
few points.
Protected rights can be transferred if
the QROPS wishes to accept them. In certain circumstances, benefits in payment
can also be transferred. Care is needed
where Americans are concerned though,
as it may not be possible. The existing
plan should be reviewed as to the terms
and conditions in the policy. Care is needed to ensure the individual’s unused lifetime allowance does not exceed the year’s
taxable limits and before putting anything
into place, a declaration is made with the
UK Inland Revenue to register the transfer of the pension tax free, which gives the
pension plan enhanced protection. There
is flexibility on retirement age between 5075. There is no obligation to buy an annuity. Tax is applied in accordance with the
rules of the country of residence. After five
years out of the UK, the benefits on death
no longer apply to UK rules and are transferable to family members.
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The application of the pension funds
should conform to the domestic legislation of a European member state. The
non-respect of the application of the invested transferred funds in the QROPS
could be deemed to be a sham thereby
being a deemed taxable distribution.
The QROPS is a relatively new legislation and to protect a tax payer by EU
law. A transfer outside the EU could be
considered as income. The QROPS legislation in Malta is an advantage to a European resident due to taking advantage
of treaty protection and minimizing UK
taxes on death.
In conclusion, an audit of your client’s
UK pension will let him know the transfer
value and the possibilities. He may find
that its pension has a much higher value
than he realises and, with good management, could bring him an unexpected
windfall in a troubled financial market.
“Control your future or at least know
if you are in control.”

QROPS: for UK pension contributors
moving abroad

QROPS benefits
• Substantial tax advantages and savings
• No requirement to purchase annuity
• No limit on fund size
• Outside lifetime allowance
• Flexibility when benefits can be taken
• Investment flexibility
• Open to all nationalities
• Succession planning
• Transparent fee structure
• Professional adviser interaction

GGI member firm
Anthony & Cie
(International Trust & Estate Planning,
Tax Consulting)
Sophia Antipolis, France
Prof. Robert Anthony
E: robert@antco.com
W: www.antco.com
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Mediterranean
island of Malta
By Ady Nordman
I wrote this column with the help of
friend and GGI member Kevin Mifsud
of KMCONSULTANTS (www.Kmconsultants.com.mt), a company with expertise
in tax planning, accountancy & assurance, trust and foundations and investment. I have had the pleasure of visiting
the small Mediterranean island of Malta
several times on holiday and have also
been invited to the delightful offices of
kmconsultants in Malta.
What do these films have in common?

Kevin Mifsud and Ady Nordman

The Da Vinci Code, Gladiator, Troy, U-571,
Popeye, The Spy Who Loved Me, The
Devil’s Double, Munich, Casino Royale,
World War Z. All these films and many
more were produced, in full or in part, in
Malta.
The history of the Maltese Islands
spans 7,000 years and includes a golden
Neolithic period, the remains of which
constitute the mysterious Megalithic
Temples of Malta. Later on, the Phoenicians, the Carthaginians, the Romans and
the Byzantines all left their traces on the
islands. With some of the most impressive prehistoric monuments
in the world, and based in
a country in which styles,
sceneries, cultures and the
passing of time is visible
everywhere, it is hardly surprising that the Maltese film
industry continues to experience an unprecedented level
of business.
Apart from the Neolithic temples, one of which,
Ggantija, is the oldest freestanding temple in the world,
Malta’s sights include the
underground St Paul’s and
St. Agatha’s catacombs and
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Malta Fortress
bastions, palaces and cathedrals built by
the Knights of St John. The country is also
home to small islands and steep cliffs,
one of the most spectacular harbours in
the world, small fishing villages, an inland sea and typical Maltese rubble walls
covered in cacti and steep alleys with jutting balconies. Its coastline is picturesque
with many harbours, bays, creeks, sandy
beaches and rocky coves. Malta is also a
great destination for diving enthusiasts.
Situated just 95 km south of Italy and
290 km from the North African coast,
flight time to Malta is just 2 to 3 hours
from most European cities and the country is a member of the Schengen Area.

Malta’s status as an EU Member State
further enhances the country’s appeal as
a centre for international business in the
Euro-Mediterranean region.
The national language, Maltese, is
of Semitic origin but written in the Latin
alphabet and over the centuries it has
incorporated many words derived from
English, Italian and French. Both Maltese and English are recognised and given equal status as official languages. The
legal structure in Malta is based on the
civil-law pattern of continental Europe,
but most administrative and fiscal legislation is based on British laws.

...next page
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ZEST
ZEST overlooking the picturesque
bay of St. Julian’s remains one of Kevin’s all-time favourite restaurants. Kevin: “Although not typically Maltese, the
food and the service are always to my
liking and they offer a good variety of
Eastern & Western dishes. The menu
is great, the food is cooked to perfection and diners are given the red carpet

treatment by the staff. The restaurant is
reasonably priced, but I’d recommend
booking in advance.” More information

Blue Elephant
The Maltese branch of this worldwide
chain of restaurants offers Royal Thai cuisine in an amazing landscaped setting
with plants and a waterfall. Also situated
in St Julian’s, it is again not typically Maltese but tastes fantastic, so who cares!
Each week, fresh fruits, herbs and tons of
orchids are flown in direct from Thailand
and the spicy salads, steamy soups, crispy
rolls, dim sum and coconut curries are

Beach at Malta

A look at the Maltese cuisine

prepared using authentic Thai ingredients
from long-forgotten Royal Palace recipes
from centuries ago. Absolutely magical,
book in advance. More information

de Mondion
de Mondion restaurant situated at
The Xara Palace Hotel in the old Medieval city of Mdina is consistently rated
among the top restaurants on the island,
and has been winning the title of the best
restaurant in Malta for many years. This is
a gourmet restaurant and in the summer
the menu features fresh fish caught locally
in Malta. I had the pleasure of dining with

Kevin at this great restaurant and he has
also taken some other GGI members to
enjoy it in the past. More information
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Over the centuries many foreigners
have made Malta their home and the islands’ proximity to Sicily mean that Maltese cuisine, although typically Mediterranean, has diversified. Maltese food
is based on fresh fish and seafood, but
Mediterranean vegetables and the famous Maltese bread also feature highly
on any menu. Despite its size, there are
plenty of great, inexpensive places to
spend a sunny holiday in Malta.
Kevin shared his favourite restaurants
in Malta with me (see page 50). If any
of you decide to visit Malta, I urge you
to call our local GGI members for some
good local advice.
As a worldwide network, I am sure
that we all know some tips and insights
which we can share with others to make

our trips, for business or pleasure, even
more interesting.
Just like Kevin has shared his Maltese experience with us, I urge all of
you to send me your recommendations
from your business trips or holidays on
our marvellous planet. That way, we can
share our good (and bad) experiences
and make travelling more enjoyable for
everyone.
Ady

GGI member firm
Hirsch, Lottem & Co. - Law Offices
(Law Firm)
Ramat-Gan, Israel
Ady Nordman
E: ady@nordman.co.il
W: www.hlnlaw.co.il
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Further conferences and events

Credibility: How
Leaders Gain and Lose It,
Why People Demand It
As the world falls deeper into economic downturns and armed conflicts, as
communities become more heatedly partisan and as many workplaces show growing signs of disengagement, issues of
credibility remain front and central. In this
revised and updated edition of their bestselling book Credibility, James M. Kouzes
and Barry Z. Posner explore why leadership is, above all, a relationship and why
leaders must “Do what you say you will
do.” Building on their more than 30 years
of ongoing research, Credibility expands
on the authors’ seminal work, The Leadership Challenge, and shows why credibility
remains the foundation of great leadership. The authors reveal the actions needed to strengthen credibility. At the heart of
Credibility is an exploration of the six key
disciplines that strengthen a leader’s capacity for developing and sustaining credibility. Kouzes and Posner also examine
the tension that exists when leaders try
to respond to constituents while remaining true to their values and how to recover
if credibility is ever tarnished. And everything is backed up by solid evidence from
their own case studies to empirical find-

Conferences and events
What:
		
Where:
When:

Recent Developments in
EU Labour Migration Law
Brussels, Belgium
09 December 2011

It is designed to meet the requirements
of practitioners needing to stay informed
on the latest developments in legislation, jurisprudence and best practice in
this field.

Brief description: This seminar will analyse the current state of EU and selected
national legislation and policy on labour
migration concerning non-EU nationals.

What: Audit Leadership Institute
Where: London, UK
When: 12-15 December 2011

ings from scholars around the globe. This
personal, inspiring and genuine guide offers an understanding of the fundamental
importance of credibility and how to gain
it in order to build personal and organizational success..
Credibility: How Leaders
Gain and Lose It, Why People Demand It
By James M. Kouzes, Barry Z. Posner
250 Pages; ISBN 978-0-470-65171-1
Link to amazon.com

CONTENT

Brief description: The MIS Training Audit Leadership Institute is four highimpact days packed with the strategies,
tools and techniques you need to become a truly effective audit leader. To
keep up in today’s difficult, regulationdriven and technology-laden business

More information

environment, audit leaders are being
challenged to rethink the traditional approaches used in the past. In response
to this very real need, MIS created the
Audit Leadership Institute to equip you
with the critical skills necessary to successfully guide your audit organization
in 2012 and beyond.
More information

Please note: the next
GGI INSIDER issue will be
published in January 2012.
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Further conferences and events
What: Mergers & Acquisitions
Where: New York, USA
When: 14-16 December 2011
Brief description: The aim of this course
is to provide participants who already
have some transaction experience with
further exposure to M&A, company
valuation and deal structuring and financing. You will also be introduced
to international practice in executing

What:
		
Where:
When:

English Contract Law for
International Lawyers
Dubai, UAE
05-07 February 2012

mergers and acquisitions, including an
appreciation of today’s market practices and procedures including due diligence, accounting issues and valuation
techniques.

See you in Kuala Lumpur
GGI Asian Regional Conference,
15-18 December 2011

More information

ticipative with several practical case
studies and workshops throughout the
three days.

Brief description: Regularly updated,
the course aims to provide you with
the principle elements of English law
and in particular the main provisions
of English contract law. It is highly par-

What: Green Technology Law and Business 2012: Strategies for Investment and IP Protection, and What
Mainstream Companies Need to
Know About Using CleanTech
Where: New York, USA
When: 24 February 2012

Contact
More information

provide guidance on the pressing issues that companies need to know today and plan for tomorrow’s legal landscape.

Brief description: This path-breaking
conference will bring together legal,
government and business experts to
CONTENT

More information

Head office
Geneva Group International AG
Schaffhauserstrasse 550
P.O. Box 286
8052 Zurich
Switzerland
T: +41 44 256 18 18
F: +41 44 256 18 11
E: info@ggi.com
W: www.ggi.com

If you wish to be removed from
the mailing list, send an email to
info@ggi.com. Let us know what you
think about INSIDER. We welcome your
feedback.

Disclaimer
The information provided in this INSIDER came from reliable sources and
was prepared from data assumed to be
correct; however, we neither accept liability for nor are we able to guarantee the
content.
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